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Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging methods are capable of reconstructing
complex scenes that are not visible to an observer using indirect illumination.
However, they assume only third-bounce illumination, so they are currently
limited to single-corner configurations, and present limited visibility when
imaging surfaces at certain orientations. To reason about and tackle these
limitations, we make the key observation that planar diffuse surfaces behave
specularly at wavelengths used in the computational wave-based NLOS
imaging domain. We call such surfaces virtual mirrors. We leverage this
observation to expand the capabilities of NLOS imaging using illumination
beyond the third bounce, addressing two problems: imaging single-corner
objects at limited visibility angles, and imaging objects hidden behind two
corners. To image objects at limited visibility angles, we first analyze the
reflections of the known illuminated point on surfaces of the scene as an
estimator of the position and orientation of objects with limited visibility.
We then image those limited visibility objects by computationally building
secondary apertures at other surfaces that observe the target object from a
direct visibility perspective. Beyond single-corner NLOS imaging, we exploit
the specular behavior of virtual mirrors to image objects hidden behind a
second corner by imaging the space behind such virtual mirrors, where the
mirror image of objects hidden around two corners is formed. No specular
surfaces were involved in the making of this paper.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ 3D imaging; Computa-
tional photography.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: non-line-of-sight imaging, time-of-flight
imaging, wave-based imaging, computational photography

1 INTRODUCTION
Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging methods retrieve information of
scenes that are hidden from the observer, including geometric re-
constructions [Velten et al. 2012a; Wu et al. 2021], position detection
[Bouman et al. 2017; Yi et al. 2021], or motion tracking [Gariepy et al.
2016], with many applications in fields such as remote sensing, au-
tonomous driving or biological imaging. Under this regime, methods
that image scenes hidden around a corner have shown promising re-
sults thanks to ultra-fast imaging devices (e.g., [Buttafava et al. 2015;
Shin et al. 2016; Velten et al. 2013]). Such time-gated NLOS imaging
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Fig. 1. We image geometry around two corners. The displayed room only
has diffuse surfaces. A single laser source illuminates the relay surface, then
the resulting indirect illumination is captured and used as input to the
problem. The main observation in our work shows that, by only applying
computations to the captured data, surfaces that are diffuse in the real world
can exhibit specular properties, based on well-known wave interference
principles. We leverage this observation in the room example shown, using
one of the diffuse surfaces as a virtual mirror to image a T-shaped geometry,
that would otherwise not be visible by only looking around one corner.

methods provide detailed reconstructions of hidden scenes by trian-
gulating geometric positions using the time of flight of round-trip
third-bounce illumination paths between a visible relay surface and
the hidden scene [Lindell et al. 2019b; O’Toole et al. 2018; Velten
et al. 2012a; Xin et al. 2019].
These methods operate under the assumption of third-bounce-

only illumination, with higher-order illumination usually degrading
the reconstructions due to ambiguities in the time of flight of light.
Recent wave-based NLOS imaging methods have shown how such
higher-order bounces can be isolated from third-bounce illumina-
tion and visualized, based on an imaging paradigm that interprets
the time-resolved illumination captured at a relay surface as light
arriving at a virtual aperture [Liu et al. 2020, 2019b; Marco et al.
2021; Nam et al. 2021], effectively transforming the relay surface
into a virtual line-of-sight (LOS) imaging system.

In our work, we demonstrate how such higher-order bounces can
be used to expand the capabilities of existing NLOS imaging systems,
and overcome some of its current limitations. In particular, we draw
a parallelism between Huygens’ principle and the recent wave-
based phasor-field NLOS imaging formulation [Liu et al. 2019b].
We intuitively show how, due to well-known wave interference
principles, surfaces that are diffuse under visible light can behave
like mirrors during the computational NLOS wave-based imaging
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process; we call such surfaces virtual mirrors. It is thus important
to understand that virtual mirrors only show specular behavior in
the computational domain, since real NLOS capture systems still
receive diffuse illumination.
From this observation, we show how (in the computational do-

main) specular reflections in the form of fourth- and fifth-bounce il-
lumination actually encode useful information about the scene, then
leverage these higher-order bounces to address two longstanding
problems in NLOS imaging: visibility issues due to the missing-cone
problem, and looking around two corners.
The missing-cone problem is inherent to all third-bounce NLOS

imaging methods, and refers to the fact that certain scene config-
urations and features cannot be accessed by NLOS measurements
depending on their position and orientation with respect to the
relay surface [Liu et al. 2019a]. The corresponding surfaces are said
to be inside the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce methods.

To image surfaces inside such null-reconstruction space, we first
image the mirror reflections of a known illuminated point on the
relay surface, produced by all surfaces of the scene, including those
surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space. By analyzing these
reflections, we infer the position and orientation of the hidden
surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space that produced such
mirror reflections. To avoid ambiguities introduced by inference, we
introduce a novel procedure to directly image the hidden surfaces
by creating a second virtual aperture at other scene surfaces.

In addition, we propose a second novel procedure to image objects
hidden behind two corners (Figure 1). For this, we show how to
use fifth-bounce illumination to image the space behind a diffuse
hidden surface, which effectively acts as a mirror as seen from
the relay surface, allowing us to observe a mirror image of the
object hidden behind two corners. Our key insight for this second
procedure is selecting the location of the volume being imaged,
which is in principle orthogonal to the particular imaging algorithm
used. Given our virtual mirror surfaces, we target the reflected space
behind such surfaces, where mirror images are formed (just like
with real mirrors). We demonstrate our procedure works even if the
intermediate surface itself falls inside the null-reconstruction space.
In summary, we demonstrate how to extend the capabilities of

existing NLOS imaging methods, by i) imaging surfaces inside the
null-reconstruction space by leveraging fourth-bounce illumina-
tion, and ii) imaging surfaces hidden around two corners using
fifth-bounce illumination. We validate our findings both in simula-
tion and using real captured data. Last, all of our experiment data,
simulation and imaging software are publicly available1.

2 RELATED WORK
NLOS imaging methods analyze indirect illumination from paths
that scatter one or multiple times in the target hidden scene to
obtain information about it. They can be divided into active and
passive methods. Active methods use controlled light sources to
illuminate the hidden scene [Cao et al. 2022; Katz et al. 2014; Luesia
et al. 2022; Velten et al. 2013], while passive methods rely on ambient
illumination [Bouman et al. 2017; Krska et al. 2022] or light emitted

1https://graphics.unizar.es/projects/VirtualMirrors_2023

by hidden objects themselves [Saunders et al. 2019]. In our work, an
active laser source emits light pulses to illuminate the hidden scene.

Time-gated NLOS imaging. The ability to capture time-gated il-
lumination using time-of-flight detectors at picosecond resolution
has nurtured a wide range of NLOS imaging methods [Faccio et al.
2020; Jarabo et al. 2017; Maeda et al. 2019a; Pediredla et al. 2019].
The first methods to demonstrate high-quality 3D reconstructions
employed ellipsoidal backprojection [Buttafava et al. 2015; Velten
et al. 2012b] acquired for non-confocal optical paths. These methods
operate on the time domain of the captured light transport and are
computationally expensive. By restricting data acquisition to confo-
cal optical light paths, NLOS reconstructions can be formulated as a
closed-form, deconvolution-based linear inverse problem which can
be solved efficiently in the frequency domain [Lindell et al. 2019b;
O’Toole et al. 2018]. Since they are based on frequency-space de-
convolutions, they require the use of a regular sampling grid on
a planar relay surface. Furthermore, in contrast to our work, both
ellipsoidal-based and deconvolution-based techniques are unable to
account for light bounces beyond the third.

Phasor-field formulation. The phasor-field formulation [Liu et al.
2019b] provides wave-based models to propagate virtual waves into
the hidden scene, which allows to turn a visible relay surface into a
virtual LOS camera. This allows to build fundamental wave-optics
parallelisms between forward operators in LOS imaging and the
backprojection operators that drive time-gated NLOS imaging ap-
proaches [Dove and Shapiro 2020a,b,c; Guillén et al. 2020; Laurenzis
and Christnacher 2022; Reza et al. 2019a,b; Teichman 2019]. The
phasor-field formalism allows to image hidden scenes using either
confocal or non-confocal setups [Liu et al. 2019b]. Subsequent im-
plementations have gained efficiency by working in the frequency
domain [Liu et al. 2020], which has led to interactive and real-time
reconstructions of dynamic hidden scenes [Liao et al. 2021; Nam
et al. 2020] at the cost of using a regular sampling grid. Moreover, it
allows to use both planar and non-planar relay surfaces [La Manna
et al. 2020], and to leverage known occlusions in the reconstruc-
tions [Dove and Shapiro 2019]. For memory-constrained applica-
tions, different propagation operators can be implemented, such
as zone plates [Luesia-Lahoz et al. 2023]. Last, Marco et al. [2021]
leveraged the phasor-field formulation to separate direct and indi-
rect illumination of hidden scenes by combining exhaustive scans
of both laser and sensor positions. In this work, we build on top
of the virtual-wave LOS parallelisms and reason about the virtual
reflectivity of hidden surfaces. We then leverage higher-order illu-
mination to image geometry hidden around two corners, as well
as to directly estimate hidden objects that have limited visibility to
classic third-bounce methods.

NLOS with specular reflections. Prior works utilized actual specu-
lar reflections by using centimeter-scale acoustic waves for NLOS
reconstructions [Lindell et al. 2019a], ormillimeter-scale radiowaves
for tracking hidden objects [Scheiner et al. 2020]. Using specular
reflections requires directly sampling the path from the hidden
scene to the relay surface, needing strong assumptions about sur-
face albedo and orientation [Lindell et al. 2019a], or placing the
scanning system far from the relay surface [Scheiner et al. 2020].

https://graphics.unizar.es/projects/VirtualMirrors_2023
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Specular reflections produced by infrared wavelenghts have also
been utilized for passive NLOS [Kaga et al. 2019; Maeda et al. 2019b].
These systems are also restricted to reconstructions of planar scenes
or to object tracking inside the hidden scene. In our work we observe
that, when computationally transforming the temporal profile of dif-
fuse surfaces into the frequency domain (following the phasor-field
model [Liu et al. 2019b]), they exhibit mirror-like reflectance prop-
erties. We leverage higher-order illumination bounces produced
by these virtual mirrors to overcome classical NLOS visibility chal-
lenges and to look around an additional second corner.

3 BACKGROUND AND INSIGHTS
In the following, we cover the background on wave-based NLOS
imaging that forms the basis of our work, as well as related insights
to understand our contributions. In Section 4 we describe the two
key existing challenges that we address in this paper.

3.1 Wave-based NLOS image formation
In a classic NLOS setup, the capture device illuminates and measures
indirect light at a diffuse relay surface, lacking direct line of sight to
the target scenes being imaged. The phasor-field formulation [Liu
et al. 2019b] brings the NLOS problem into a virtual LOS domain,
creating computational imaging devices at the relay surface which
can directly illuminate and capture the hidden scene. To understand
our work, it is key to distinguish between the real and computa-
tional imaging domains in the phasor-field formulation. First, in
the real domain, the acquisition process involves a laser device that
emits illumination pulses towards locations x; on the relay sur-
face (Figure 2a). The resulting indirect illumination produced by
the hidden scene is then captured by an ultra-fast sensing device
at points xB ∈ S on the relay surface (Figure 2b), yielding a time-
resolved impulse response function � (x; , xB , C), where C represents
time. In the second stage, the phasor-field framework operates on
� to computationally illuminate the hidden scene (Figure 2c) and
then compute images of the hidden scene under such illumination
(Figure 2d). Note that, while the first stage illuminates and senses
the scene in the real domain, the second stage (which we describe
in the rest of this section) is entirely computational.

The time of flight between the laser device and x; (Figure 2a, red)
and between xB ∈ S and the sensing device (Figure 2b, blue) intro-
duces temporal delays on the illumination captured in � (x; , xB , C).
In practice, we shift the temporal dimension of � so that C repre-
sents the time of flight of light paths that start at x; , scatter in the
hidden scene, and end at xB . Placing the origin of the time reference
system at the relay surface instead of at the laser and sensing de-
vices is common practice in NLOS imaging and does not affect the
algorithms [Liu et al. 2019b; Marco et al. 2021].

Computationally illuminating the hidden scene. Points x; in the
relay surface reflect delta illumination pulses emitted by the laser.
In the computational domain, these points x; are now the emitters.
Given the impulse response function � (x; , xB , C), captured from a
delta illumination pulse X (x; , C), we can compute the response of
the scene to any other arbitrary time-resolved illumination function
P(x; , C) emitted from x; (Figure 2c). The resulting time-resolved

(c)(a) (b)
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X (x; , C )

C

S

� (x; , xB , C )

C

P(xB , C )

C

P(x; , C )

C
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(d)

Vx;

S

Fig. 2. (a) A laser device emits a delta light pulse X (x; , C ) that illuminates
a point x; on the relay surface. (b) An ultra-fast sensing device captures
time-resolved illumination � (x; , xB , C ) on multiple visible points xB of the
imaging aperture S. (c) By convolving the impulse response � (x; , xB , C )
with an illumination function P(x; , C ) , the phasor-field framework obtains
the response of the hidden scene P(xB , C ) to any arbitrary illumination
function using only computation. (d) Lastly, the relay surface acts as a com-
putational lens that focuses (propagates and adds) the response P(xB , C )
from all points xB at each point xE in the bounding volume V of the hid-
den scene, effectively transforming the NLOS problem into a virtual LOS
problem. For this example, we compute the time-resolved image 5cc (xE, C )
using the confocal camera model which, when evaluated at C = 0, shows
the T-shaped object.

response P(xB , C) at points xB on the relay surface is computed as

P(xB , C) =
∫
L

P(x; , C) ∗ � (x; , xB , C)dx; , (1)

where ∗ represents a convolution in time. Throughout our paper,
we only use a single point x; located at the center of the relay
surface. Following the work by Liu et al. [2019b], for the illumination
function P(x; , C) we use a pulse wave with a Gaussian envelope
(Figure 2c) with wavelength _2 and standard deviation f :

P(x; , C) = 4
82c C

_2
− 1

2

(
C
f

)2
. (2)

We discuss the choice of _2 and f and their implications in the
imaging process in Section 5.

The virtual camera analogy. The phasor-field framework treats
the relay surface as the computational lens in a virtual camera that
directly observes the hidden scene, with an aperture S defined by
points xB ∈ S. The lens operators used in the phasor-field frame-
work are well-known wave-based lens imaging operators [Liu et al.
2020, 2019b] defined as a function of each frequency component Ω
of the signal. Because of this, we transform P(xB , C) to the frequency
domain by applying a Fourier transform over the time domain, ob-
taining the complex-valued field P̂ (xB ,Ω) = F {P(xB , C)}. Each
complex value P̂ (xB ,Ω) represents a wave (i.e., the values form a
phasor field) resulting from illuminating the scene with the pha-
sor P̂ (x; ,Ω) = F {P(x; , C)}, with illumination frequency Ω. In the
camera analogy, P̂ (xB ,Ω) can be understood as out-of-focus illu-
mination from the hidden scene, and the goal of the computational
lens is to focus the phasors P̂ (xB ,Ω) to form an in-focus image of
the hidden scene (Figure 2d). This focusing operation is specific to
the chosen imaging operator Φ, which defines the properties of the
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virtual camera:

5̂ (xE,Ω) = Φ(xE, P̂ (xB ,Ω)), (3)

where 5̂ (xE,Ω) is the resulting image of the hidden scene computed
for an imaging frequency Ω at points xE on the focal plane of the
virtual camera. Applying the focusing operation from the phasor
field P̂ (xB ,Ω) at a point on a plane behind the relay surface is
equivalent to focusing at symmetric locations in front of the relay
surface. For clarity in the explanations, we use the latter approach
in the rest of the paper, where xE denotes a point in the bounding
volume V of the hidden scene (Figure 2d). Due to the large size of
the aperture S at the relay surface, imaging the hidden scene with a
single focal plane (as in conventional photography) results in a very
shallow depth of field, which yields out-of-focus illumination from
objects outside the focal plane [Marco et al. 2021]. To mitigate this
problem, we use the computational lens to sweep the focal plane
across the hidden scene, capturing a sequence of planar images
taken at several focal distances (i.e., creating a focal stack). We
arrange these planar images to form a volumetric image of the
scene contained inV .

Lens imaging operators. The analogy of a computational lens fo-
cusing at any point xE inV is defined, in practice, by the propagation
of the phasors P̂ (xB ,Ω) from all points xB in the aperture S to xE .
In general, when light travels from any point x0 to another point x1 ,
the phasor P̂ (x0,Ω) at x0 undergoes a phase shift and attenuation
modeled by the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld Diffraction (RSD) operator.
The phasor at x1 , P̂ (x1 ,Ω), is then computed as

P̂ (x1 ,Ω) = P̂ (x0,Ω)
48: |x1−x0 |

|x1 − x0 |
, (4)

where |x1 − x0 | is the optical distance between x0 and x1 . The
wavenumber : = 2cΩ/2 (where 2 is the speed of light) is the con-
version factor from optical distance to phase. The phase shift (nu-
merator) and attenuation (denominator) form the RSD operator. The
phasor-field formulation uses RSD operators to define its imaging
operators Φ, and capture images 5̂ (xE,Ω) of the hidden scene with
different characteristics. These images can be defined under the
following general expression:

5̂ (xE,Ω) =
∫
S

48:CB2

CB2

∫
L

48:C;2

C;2
P̂ (x; ,Ω)�̂ (x; , xB ,Ω)dx;dxB , (5)

where CB and C; are parameters of the RSD operators, representing
time of flight, and are used to implement the two different cam-
era models in our work, as explained in Section 3.2. Note that the
imaging frequency Ω is included in the wavenumber : = 2cΩ/2
of these operators. P̂ (x; ,Ω) and �̂ (x; , xB ,Ω) are the frequency-
domain counterparts of P(x; , C) and � (x; , xB , C), respectively, ob-
tained via Fourier transform. The innermost integral over L is the
frequency-domain counterpart of the illumination function (Equa-
tion 1), but including an RSD operator. This allows for more general
imaging operators by interpreting L as an illumination aperture
where another lens on the relay surface can focus the emitted il-
lumination at specific locations xE in the scene. In our case, with

only a single point x; in L, this focus operation simply applies a
phase shift and attenuation to the illumination phasor P̂ (x; ,Ω);
note that we can apply a different focus operation at each location
xE in the scene. In the time domain, this phase shift effectively shifts
the time instant at which each point xE in the scene is computation-
ally illuminated using P(x; , C). In the following, we summarize the
two camera models used in our work, which result from choosing
specific values for the parameters CB and C; in Equation 5.

3.2 Time-resolved camera models
Throughout our paper we implement two camera models introduced
by previous work [Liu et al. 2019b]: the transient camera model and
the confocal camera model.These twomodels allow us to address dif-
ferent challenges in NLOS imaging in this work, such as the missing-
cone problem and imaging objects hidden around two corners, by an-
alyzing captured images of the scene at different locations and time
instants. These models compute time-resolved images of the hidden
scene via inverse Fourier transform over the frequency domain. We
use 5tc (xE, C) = F −1{ 5̂tc (xE,Ω)} and 5cc (xE, C) = F −1{ 5̂cc (xE,Ω)}
to refer to time-resolved images computed using the transient and
confocal camera models 5tc (xE, C) and 5cc (xE, C), respectively. These
models result from choosing specific values of CB and C; in Equation 5.

As previously discussed, we mitigate depth of field issues coming
from the large camera aperture by computingmultiple planar images
at different focal distances that cover the volumeV , which form a
focal stack; we arrange these planar images to form a volumetric im-
age 5̂ (xE,Ω) for all points xE of the hidden scene. Any hidden scene
element located at xE will therefore be in focus in one planar image
that forms 5̂ (xE,Ω). Due to the time-frequency correspondence, the
resulting time-resolved volumetric image 5 (xE, C) = F −1{ 5̂ (xE,Ω)}
is composed of a set of time-resolved planar images in the focal stack.
In conventional photography, a focal stack contains multiple planar
images of the same scene captured at different focal distances. The
case of 5 (xE, C) is analogous, but also including the temporal dimen-
sion: each frame at C of 5 (xE, C) combines multiple planar images
that capture the hidden scene at a different focal distances and at
different time instants. Due to this effect, light transport events that
occurred at the same time in the scene are captured in a different
order on each planar image that forms the time-resolved volumetric
image 5 (xE, C). Consequently, each frame of 5 (xE, C) may simulta-
neously show multiple light transport events of the hidden scene,
despite these occurred at different time instants. In our work we
compute time-resolved volumetric images 5tc (xE, C) and 5cc (xE, C)
to address different challenges of NLOS imaging by analyzing light
transport events in the hidden scene. These events have occurred at
different instants, but each frame C captures them simultaneously.

Transient camera. The transient camera model implements a
computational lens located at S, focused at hidden scene points
xE with CB = |xB − xE |/2 , and it does not implement any lens for
the illumination aperture L. For this, the RSD operator in L of
Equation 5 is ignored, resulting in

5̂tc (xE,Ω) =
∫
S

48: |xB−xE |

|xB − xE |

∫
L

P̂ (x; ,Ω)�̂ (x; , xB ,Ω)dx;dxB . (6)
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The computed images 5tc (xE, C) = F −1
{
5̂tc (xE,Ω)

}
of this cam-

era model resemble the captures of existing time-resolved cameras
[Heide et al. 2013; Velten et al. 2013] if the hidden scene were il-
luminated using P(x; , C). However, as previously discussed, the
computed images 5tc (xE, C) capture the hidden scene at a different
time for every point xE . As a result from the focusing operation in
Equation 6, the hidden scene elements that are in focus at xE will
be captured in 5tc (xE, C) in the frame with time C corresponding to
the time of flight between x; and the location of the actual scene
element captured at xE . Importantly, as we deal with mirror reflec-
tions in this work, note that the location of the actual scene element
may not correspond with xE if 5tc (xE, C) captures a mirror reflec-
tion of such element at xE . For actual elements of the hidden scene
located at xE , the computed images are a good approximation of
time-resolved light transport at such elements under computational
illumination. In our work, we use this camera model to analyze
mirror reflections of known elements (e.g., the known illuminated
point x; ) in the hidden scene, and show how to leverage them to
address the missing-cone problem.

Confocal camera. We also implement a confocal camera model,
which creates two computational lenses located at L and S, focused
at the same hidden scene point xE , respectively using C; = |xE−x; |/2
and CB = |xB − xE |/2 , resulting in

5̂cc (xE,Ω) =
∫
S

48: |xB −xE |

|xB−xE |

∫
L

48: |xE−x; |

|xE−x; | P̂ (x; ,Ω)�̂ (x; , xB ,Ω)dx;dxB . (7)

Throughout our work, we use a single illuminated point x; , which
yields a special case of 5cc (xE, C) = F −1

{
5̂cc (xE,Ω)

}
for the frame

at C = 0. The phase shift defined by C; = |xE − x; |/2 in the illumina-
tion aperture L is equivalent to a temporal shift of the illumination
function P(x; , C) corresponding to the time of flight from x; to each
location xE . Similar to the transient camera model, the computed
images 5cc (xE, C) capture the hidden scene at a different time for
every imaged point xE . For this camera model, the frame at C = 0
of 5cc (xE, C) represents direct illumination from the emitter at scene
elements that are in focus at xE . This is equivalent to the imaging
models used by the vast majority of existing time-gated NLOS imag-
ing methods [Ahn et al. 2019; Lindell et al. 2019b; Liu et al. 2019b;
O’Toole et al. 2018; Velten et al. 2012a; Xin et al. 2019] to reconstruct
single-corner hidden scenes, which consider light with the shortest
path x; → xE → xB a good estimator of the hidden geometry at xE .
In our work, we use this camera model as an intermediate step to
address the missing-cone problem, and we show how to leverage it
to image objects hidden behind two corners.

4 CURRENT NLOS IMAGING LIMITATIONS
In this paper we address two of the fundamental limitations of
NLOS imaging: the missing-cone problem and single-corner imag-
ing, which we summarize in the following.

4.1 The missing-cone problem
Themissing cone is a fundamental problem of NLOS imaging where,
for a relay surface of a given size, certain hidden surfaces cannot be
accessed by NLOS measurements (i.e., the impulse response � ), and

thus cannot be reconstructed regardless of the imaging method em-
ployed. This problem is inherent to other well-established imaging
methods as well e.g., computed tomography [Benning et al. 2015;
Delaney and Bresler 1998], which assume three-bounce transport.
We use the term null-reconstruction space to denote the set of such
surfaces that cannot be accessed by NLOS measurements. Note
that surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space may still reflect
some light towards the relay surface. However, their response �
only changes its unmodulated components (frequency Ω = 0), lack-
ing the required modulated changes (components with frequency
Ω > 0) to be reconstructed using third-bounce time-of-flight in-
formation. The in-depth analysis by Liu et al. [2019a] shows that
the missing-cone problem is universal across any NLOS measure-
ment, and therefore affects both the transient camera 5tc and the
confocal camera 5cc models. In Section 6, we intuitively address
the missing-cone problem from our virtual mirror analogy, and
use fourth-bounce illumination to image objects that are inside the
null-reconstruction space of third-bounce methods.

4.2 Single-corner imaging
The existing time-resolved NLOS imaging methods are limited to re-
constructing objects hidden behind a single corner (Figure 2), based
on third-bounce illumination assumptions. However, general scenes
typically contain objects hidden behind several occluders, creating
higher-order illumination at the relay surface that is equally cap-
tured on the impulse response function � by time-resolved sensors,
degrading the imaging results of third-bounce methods. In our work,
we show how to leverage such higher-order illumination with ap-
plications such as imaging objects hidden behind two corners in
Section 7.

5 DIFFUSE SURFACES AS VIRTUAL MIRRORS
A key observation in our work is that surfaces that are diffuse under
visible light may still exhibit specular properties in the computa-
tional NLOS wave imaging domain. As we will show, leveraging this
observation allows us to extend the current range of NLOS imaging
capabilities, including imaging scenes that are hidden behind two
corners.
In wave-based methods, time-resolved transport P(x, C) at any

point x in the hidden scene becomes a phasor P̂ (x,Ω) in the fre-
quency domain. According to Huygens’ principle, when reaching
a surface " , this spherical wavefront will in turn generate mul-
tiple secondary spherical wavefronts. As an example, consider a
point light at x; whose emission is defined by a phasor P̂ (x; ,Ω)
that illuminates points x< on a planar surface " , resulting in pha-
sors P̂ (x<,Ω). We can then compute the resulting phasor at any
point xE in a volumeV as a superposition of phasors from x< by
extending Equation 4 as

P̂ (xE,Ω) =
∫
"

P̂ (x<,Ω) 4
8: |xE−x< |

|xE − x< | dx<

=

∫
"

P̂ (x; ,Ω)
48: ( |xE−x< |+|x<−x; | )

|xE − x< | |x< − x; |
dx< .

(8)

For diffuse surfaces which are planar with respect to the illumination
wavelength _ = Ω−1, the newly generated phasors P̂ (xE,Ω) result
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Fig. 3. Specular behavior of a diffuse surface in the computational wave-
based domain. (a) During the capture process, each point x< on a diffuse
surface" reflects incoming light (red) isotropically (reflected rays in grey,
reflection shape in cyan). On the right, the light from x; reflected on all
points x< in the surface " is simulated for each point xE in V using
ray optics and Monte Carlo and the steady-state time average is shown.
In the Fourier domain this is the component with frequency Ω = 0. (b)
When considering only modulated light (i.e., choosing a Fourier component
with frequency Ω > 0), as predicted by Huygens’ principle, the resulting
wavefront (cyan) from the reflected waves at each point x< (grey) follows
the specular direction. The simulation on the right takes into account wave
propagation and interference, by solving Equation 8 for all points xE in V
using Monte Carlo integration.

in a specular reflection of the incoming wavefront from P̂ (x; ,Ω).
In practice, this means that while the surface " may reflect visible
light in all directions, the transient modulations (components with
frequency Ω > 0) that we need to image the scene propagate in the
specular direction of the reflected computational wave.
This is shown in Figure 3a; we illustrate the capture process

(real domain) of incoming light from x; that reaches points x< on
a diffuse surface " which, as the simulation on the right shows
for points xE in the volumeV , reflects light isotropically in all di-
rections. In Figure 3b, we illustrate the wave-based computational
light transport of the same scene, ignoring unmodulated light (fre-
quency Ω = 0) and considering only the part of the signal containing
transient-modulated intensity (i.e., choosing a Fourier component
with frequency Ω > 0). Also in Figure 3b, the first schematic shows
a planar light wavefront (red) at the time that it reaches the surface.
The second schematic shows the reflected wavefront (cyan) at a later
time instant, resulting from the superposition of spherical wave-
fronts (grey) at points x< in" . This produces a specular reflection,
as predicted by Huygens’ principle, shown in the simulation on the
right. Both simulations on the right of Figure 3 have been generated
using Monte Carlo integration, using standard ray optics (Figure 3a)
and wave optics as described by Equation 8 (Figure 3b).

Infinity mirror experiment. To further illustrate how these spec-
ular reflections take place in a NLOS scenario, we set up a simple
simulated scene made up of a diffuse hidden surface" in front of
the relay surface with aperture S, at a distance 3 (see Figure 4). We
illuminate a point x; on the relay surface using a laser device, and
obtain the impulse response � (x; , xB , C) at points xB in S on the
relay surface using transient rendering simulations [Jarabo et al.
2014; Royo et al. 2022]. The relay surface (with aperture S) and
" are planar diffuse surfaces, thus behave like virtual mirrors in
the computational wave domain. Looking at " , light emitted from
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S′S "

3
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S′′

S′

×104

Overview 5tc (xE, C =0) (Eq. 6)

x; x′
;

x; x′′
;

Fig. 4. (a) A planar surface " coplanar to the aperture S at a distance
3 creates a mirror image at x′

;
of the illuminated point x; that we image

from a third-bounce reconstruction method at a distance 23 ; we show
5tc (xE, C = 0) for points xE in the plane S′ , the mirror image of S. (b) Since
the planar relay surface with aperture S also behaves as a mirror in the wave
domain, another reflection of x; appears at a distance 43 , only changing
the imaged volume to points xE in the plane S′′ (enhanced by a factor of
104 for visualization purposes). Both images use _2 = f = 3 cm.

x; is reflected by " , forming a mirror image of x; behind " like
any conventional mirror. To capture in-focus images of the mirror
reflection of x; , we place the focal plane of the virtual camera behind
" . In particular, we use the impulse response � (x; , xB , C) and imple-
ment a transient camera model (Equation 6) to obtain 5tc (xE, C). We
compute the time-resolved image 5tc (xE, C) on the specific locations
xE where the mirror images are formed. In Figure 4a, we place the
focal plane of the camera at a distance 23 , on a plane S′ (green)
which denotes the mirror image of S behind " . The plane S′ also
contains the mirror image at x′

;
of x; produced by " , captured in

our result on the right as a bright spot. As stated in Section 3.2, each
frame at C of 5tc (xE, C) combines points xE at different times in the
hidden scene: the transient camera model captures events in the
frame at C equal to the time of flight from x; and the actual scene
element corresponding to the mirror image at x′

;
, which is also x;

in this case. Consequently, the mirror image at x′
;
is captured in the

frame at C = 0.
We can image a higher-order mirror reflection pushing this effect

even further, as shown in Figure 4b. Since the diffuse relay sur-
face that contains the aperture S also behaves like a mirror in the
computational wave domain, the specular interactions between"

and S create additional mirror reflections of the illuminated point
x; at locations further behind " . This effect is analogous to the
real situation where we observe multiple reflections of an object
placed between two confronted, real mirrors. We showcase this
effect in Figure 4b, using the same impulse response � (x; , xB , C) and
implementing the same transient camera model (Equation 6), but
adjusting the focal plane at a distance 43 to match points xE in the
plane S′′. Looking at the computed image on the right, this yields a
clear but dimmer spot that corresponds to the second mirror image
at x′′

;
of the illuminated point x; .
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Fig. 5. The visibility of surfaces in NLOS setups can be explained on the
basis of their specular behavior in the wave domain. Our example follows
the original missing cone explanation and uses the image (d) from work by
Liu et al. [2019a], obtained using the confocal camera model 5cc. From an
illuminated point x; in the relay surface, the visibility of the three surfaces
"1−3 depends on their position and orientation with respect to such relay
surface (which also acts as the aperture S of a virtual camera). As (a-c)
show, only the reflected wavefronts from"1 and"2 reach the aperture S.
As a result (d), the imaging system cannot see surface"3.

Computational wavelength. The computational specular behavior
of a real diffuse surface is explained by wave optics (illustrated in
Figure 3), and depends on the computational wavelengths _ used
through the imaging process (_ is the inverse of the imaging frequen-
cies Ω). In practice, the computational wavelengths used through
the imaging process depend on the frequency spectrum of the illumi-
nation function P̂ (x; ,Ω). In our work, we determine the spectrum
of frequencies Ω of the imaging process through the central wave-
length _2 and standard deviation f in Equation 1. The choice of
these frequencies introduces a trade-off: lower values of _2 and f
can properly image geometric features with more detail, but they
may also introduce unwanted high-frequency noise. Following pre-
vious works, we use values for _2 from 3 cm to 14 cm, and values for
f proportional to _2 . We specify the particular values used in each
experiment. For reference, all experiments share the same aperture
size of 2 × 2 m. Within this range of values, planar surfaces behave
specularly during the NLOS imaging process, which we leverage to
address different challenges of NLOS imaging methods. We do not
use wavelengths larger than this range, as these may degrade the
specular behavior of surfaces due to the ratio between the surface
size and the wavelength.

Missing-cone problem through virtualmirrors. The frequency-space
specular behavior of diffuse surfaces allows us to intuitively explain
the missing-cone problem from our virtual mirrors perspective: for
a point xE in the hidden scene, if light from x; does not reach any
point xB in the aperture S after a specular reflection in xE , then
the point xE is inside the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce
imaging methods and cannot be reconstructed. Figure 5 illustrates
this for third-bounce methods using a scene with three diffuse sur-
faces "1−3. However, only two surfaces are visible on the image
shown in Figure 5d, computed using existing third-bounce NLOS
imaging methods. Wave propagation in the computational NLOS
imaging domain is illustrated in Figure 5a to Figure 5c for "1 to
"3, respectively. The reflected wavefronts from surfaces "1 and
"2 reach the sensor S. However, given its particular position and

orientation, this is not the case for "3 and thus cannot be imaged.
The surface"3 is said to be inside the null-reconstruction space.

Even if a surface is inside the null-reconstruction space of third-
bounce imaging methods (such as "3 in Figure 5), we observe
that the combination of several surfaces may produce higher-order
illumination bounces that actually do reach S. In Section 6, we
show how to leverage such higher-order illumination to infer and
to directly image objects that are inside the null-reconstruction
space of third-bounce methods. We achieve this by analyzing mirror
images of other objects produced by the surface inside the null-
reconstruction space to infer its position and orientation. Beyond
inference, we provide a procedure to translate our imaging system
to a secondary surface that directly observes the target object.

Moreover, in Section 7 we show another way to leverage virtual
mirrors in NLOS imaging, and image objects hidden behind two
corners using existing imaging models. For this we rely on fifth-
bounce specular reflections in the computational domain to image
the space behind virtual mirror surfaces, where the mirror image of
such objects would appear.

6 ADDRESSING THE MISSING CONE
In the following, we propose a procedure to address the missing-
cone problem. Our key insight is that we can obtain information
of surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space by analyzing the
fourth-bounce illumination that reaches the relay surface through
multiple interreflections with other surfaces in the hidden scene.
First, we show how to analyze elements captured in time-resolved
images of the hidden scene to infer the position and orientation
of surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce
methods. As this inference is limited by ambiguities, we propose a
procedure to directly image such surfaces without requiring infer-
ence. All experiments in this section rely on simulated data using
transient rendering [Jarabo et al. 2014; Royo et al. 2022].

Problem statement. Figure 6a shows an example scene, consist-
ing of two surfaces " and � , the NLOS imaging aperture S, and
the illuminated point x; . In the real domain, some light paths will
bounce on the illuminated point x; , then on� and finally on a point
in the aperture S, for a total of three bounces. However, in the
NLOS computational domain,� reflects third-bounce illumination
specularly, away from S (pink, note that not all three bounces are
shown). Therefore, imaging� is limited if using third-bounce meth-
ods. Figure 7a illustrates the procedure of third-bounce methods,
showing that � is inside the null-reconstruction space.

Our key observation is that four-bounce paths (purple, note that
not all four bounces are shown) that reachS through a specular-like
reflection on " (x; → � → " → S) provide valuable informa-
tion about � . In particular, we show how to analyze illumination
in time-resolved images of the scene to infer the position and ori-
entation of � through mirror images of scene elements produced
by � (Section 6.1), and then propose a procedure to directly image
� by creating secondary apertures at surfaces that are visible by
third-bounce methods such as" (Section 6.2).
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Fig. 6. Illustration of our methodology that targets surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce NLOS imaging methods by using higher-order
illumination. (a) Example NLOS scene with an imaging aperture S, an illuminated point x; , and surfaces� and" . Surface� is inside the null-reconstruction
space of classic NLOS imaging methods due to lost third-bounce paths (pink). We use higher-order bounces (purple), which reach S bouncing on both" and
� . Note that both pink and purple paths do not show all three and four bounces, respectively. (b) Surfaces" and� produce mirror reflections of x; and"

after one or two specular reflections, denoted by their superscripts. We infer the position and orientation of� as the plane between a point and its mirror
image observed by the camera. For example, points x; and x�

;
, or points x"

;
and x"�

;
are the reflection of each other produced by the surface� , denoted by

the dotted lines in between. (c) Our direct imaging procedure: To avoid inference ambiguities, we instead propose a procedure to directly image x�
;

and�
by translating the aperture from S to" . For this, we obtain the transient response at points xE ∈ V , 5tc (xE, C ) , in a region V (green) containing" , and
evaluate 5tc (xE, C ) at points xE ∈ " . (d) We then implement imaging models at a secondary aperture " (blue) that observes elements in the volume W
(green) that were inside the null-reconstruction space from S. Using" as aperture, x�

;
is captured by the transient camera, and� is captured by the confocal

camera (paths x; → � → " , purple).

Image� :
5cc (x, C ) at C = 0
(Equation 7)

Phasor field at" :
5̂tc (x,Ω) at x ∈ "

(Equation 6, Figure 6c)

Image� from" :
5ccM (x, C ) at C = 0

(Equation 11, Figure 6d)

Impulse response
� (x; , xB , C )

Impulse response
� (x; , xB , C )

� is inside the
null-reconstruction space

Image" :
5cc (x, C ) at C = 0
(Equation 7)

"

�

(a) Previous work (b) Section 6.2

Fig. 7. Flowchart of the computational procedures applied to the impulse
response � (x; , xB , C ) captured for the scene in Figure 6a. (a) Following
existing procedures, trying to image � using the confocal camera model
5cc (x, C ) , the frame at C = 0 shows that� is inside the null-reconstruction
space. (b) In Section 6.2 we propose a procedure to address this problem. We
use the confocal camera model with its aperture at" instead of S, denoted
as 5ccM, which allows to image� directly. For this second aperture at" , we
compute the phasors P̂ (x,Ω) ≡ 5̂tc (x,Ω) for selected points x ∈ " using
the transient camera model.

6.1 Inferring surfaces from mirror images
In this section, we show how to infer the position and orientation of
� from the impulse response function � (x; , xB , C). The key insight
is that if we can observe mirror images of scene elements created by
� , it is because� lies on the plane between such scene element and
its mirror image, just like what happens with a real mirror. Figure 6b
points the location of mirror images of the illuminated point x; and

" , produced by" and� in our example scene. Superscripts denote
the surface (or surfaces, in order) that produces the mirror images
of each scene element: x; is mirrored by " and � at x"

;
and x�

;
,

respectively; " is mirrored by � at "� ; x�
;
is mirrored by " at

x�"
;

; and x"
;

is mirrored by � at x"�
;

.

Observing mirror images from S. Previously, we described the
location of mirror images of the illuminated point x; produced by
surfaces in the hidden scene, as shown in Figure 6b. To show which
of these mirror images are visible from the aperture S and use
them to infer the location and orientation of � , we implement a
transient camera model 5tc (Equation 6), and evaluate it at different
time instants. In the resulting time-resolved image 5tc (xE, C), light
emitted from the illuminated point x; is captured in the frame at
C = 0. We show the frame 5tc (xE, C = 0) in Figure 8a, which captures
several bright spots at the locations of the mirror images of x; that
are visible from aperture S over a volume that covers the whole
scene. In particular, the aperture S can observe the mirror images
at x"

;
(produced by three-bounce paths x; → " → S), at x"�

;
and

at x�"
;

(both produced by four-bounce paths x; → " → � → S
and x; → � → " → S). We cannot, however, observe the mirror
image at x�

;
, since three-bounce paths from x; to � do not reach S

in the computational domain (Figure 6a, pink). Evaluating 5tc (xE, C)
at frames with C > 0 may show other scene elements and their
mirror images, similarly to x; , based on the time of flight from x; to
each scene element. For example, light from the illuminated point x;
will reach the central point of" , denoted as x< (Figure 8a), at the
time of flight C< = |x< −x; |/2 . We can therefore identify reflections
at points near the center of the plane" by looking at the frame at
C = C< of 5tc (xE, C) (Figure 8b), which captures not only" and"� ,
but many other mirror images produced by" and � .
Both images in Figure 8 show bright areas outside the points

or surfaces mentioned before. This is mainly because the impulse
response function � (x; , xB , C) combines coupled information from
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(a) 5tc (x, C =0) (b) 5tc (x, C = |x< − x; |/2 )
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Fig. 8. (a) Mirror images at x"
;
, x�"

;
and x"�

;
of x; produced by surfaces"

and� , computed with the transient camera 5tc (x, C ) (Equation 6) for points
x that cover the region depicted in Figure 6b. Although these reflections
happen at different times, our computed time-resolved image composes
them in the same frame at C = 0. (b) When light from x; reaches the center
point x< of" at C< = |x< −x; |/2 , we can see both" and its mirror image
"� produced by� . Both images are computed using _2 = f = 3 cm.

paths of different bounces and optical lengths, which introduces
out-of-focus, low-frequency artifacts at each imaged location xE .
Also, note that during the NLOS imaging process we only know
the location of the illuminated point at x; , and we do not have any
prior knowledge of other hidden scene elements. Consequently,
there exist ambiguities when identifying the captured bright spots
as mirror images of x; , so we cannot guarantee that e.g., x"�

;
is a

mirror image of x"
;
; instead e.g., there may be two physical surfaces

located at"� and" , respectively.

Inferring the position and orientation of� . By assuming that x"�
;

is a mirror image of x"
;

—i.e., x; has undergone two reflections
produced by" and then�—the surface� that produced x"�

;
should

lie in the perpendicular plane between x"
;

and x"�
;

. We obtain a
point c� on such plane and its normal vector n� as

c� =
x"
;

+ x"�
;

2
, n� =

x"
;

− x"�
;

|x"
;

− x"�
;

|
, (9)

which define the position and orientation of � , respectively. We
could also infer the position and orientation of � from " and its
mirror reflection"� . Such inferences require assumptions on the
number of reflections undergone by the observed patterns (Figure 8).
For this particular inference, x"

;
can be identified as the reflection of

x; from the visible orientation of" , and x"�
;

cannot be produced by
" , so we assume it is a second mirror reflection by another hidden
surface.
In general, there are ambiguities on recognizing the source of

every identified reflection, which may introduce errors when infer-
ring hidden surfaces. To avoid errors due to such ambiguities, in
the following we propose a procedure to directly image � without
requiring inference.

6.2 Imaging surfaces from secondary apertures
Here we show a procedure to directly image� using fourth-bounce
illumination. The key idea is that, while the surface � is inside

the null-reconstruction space of imaging systems created at S (Fig-
ure 6a, pink), � is not inside the null-reconstruction space of imag-
ing systems created at " , since there exist three-bounce paths
x; → � → " that reach " (Figure 6d, purple). Based on this
observation, we show how to computationally translate our imag-
ing system from S to" (Figure 6c) to directly image � using" as
a secondary aperture (Figure 6d).
Our procedure is illustrated in Figure 7b: first, how to obtain a

phasor field at " , and then how to use this response to generate
computational cameras with the aperture located at" . The rest of
this section describes this procedure in detail along with its results.

Phasor field at " . The phasor-field formulation uses phasors
P̂ (xB ,Ω) at points xB , which encode the response of the scene to
the illumination function, to implement imaging models with a
camera aperture S. To translate the camera aperture from points
xB to points x< ∈ " , we need to compute their corresponding pha-
sors P̂ (x<,Ω). The transient camera model 5tc achieves this goal,
since P̂ (x<,Ω) ≡ 5̂tc (x<,Ω) propagates phasors from all points
xB to each point x< . To determine where" is, we first implement
a confocal camera model to capture 5cc (xE, C) from S—equivalent
to existing NLOS imaging models—to image all points xE in the
regionV (Figure 6c). The computed frame at C = 0 can be seen in
Figure 7a. We can estimate all points x< in" by thresholding the
image 5cc (xE, C = 0). We then implement a transient camera model
to obtain 5̂tc (x<,Ω), yielding a phasor field at " that can be used
to implement new imaging systems at" .

" as a secondary aperture. Based on RSD propagation principles,
we implement a lens at" which focuses the phasors 5̂tc (x<,Ω) at
points xF in a volumeW that contains� (Figure 6d), equivalent to
what the transient camera model does. In practice, we include an
RSD propagator from points x< to points xF , yielding the transient
camera model with aperture" (denoted as 5tcM) as

5̂C2M (xF ,Ω) =
∫
"

48: |xF−x< |

|xF − x< | 5̂tc (x<,Ω) dx< . (10)

The time-domain version 5tcM (xF , C) = F −1
{
5̂C2M (xF ,Ω)

}
repre-

sents a time-resolved image of the scene as captured from" . The
frame at C = 0 of 5tcM (xF , C) captures the initial light up of the
illuminated point x; and its mirror image at x�

;
. Similarly to the

mirror images captured from S (Figure 8), given x; and its mirror
image x�

;
(captured by the aperture at") we can infer the position

and orientation of the surface � that produced x�
;
(Equation 9).

Imaging � from " . Instead of approximating � through geo-
metric inference, we directly image � by extending Equation 10 to
implement a confocal camera model at " . Under a single illumi-
nated point x; , this is equivalent to incorporating an RSD operator
to Equation 10 that propagates the phasor P̂ (x<,Ω) ≡ 5̂tc (x<,Ω)
accounting for the distance between x; and xF , yielding a confocal
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Fig. 9. Left column: We rotate � in Figure 6a to show that it acts as a
virtual mirror surface. In (a-c),� is rotated 90◦, 100◦ and 80◦ with respect
to the relay surface. Rotating� changes the position of the mirror image at
x�
;
of the illuminated point x; . We image all points xF in the volume W.

Middle column: From the known position of x; and the computed position
of x�

;
, we can use the transient camera model with aperture" (5tcM) and

infer the position c� and orientation n� of surface� . Right column: We
directly image� using the confocal camera model with aperture" (5ccM).
All images use _2 = f = 3 cm.

camera model with aperture" (denoted as 5ccM) as

5̂22M (xF ,Ω) = 5̂C2M (xF ,Ω)
48: |xF−x; |

|xF − x; |

=

∫
"

48: ( |xF−x< |+|xF−x; | )

|xF − x< | |xF − x; |
5̂tc (x<,Ω)dx< . (11)

The time-resolved image 5ccM (xF , C) = F −1
{
5̂22M (xF ,Ω)

}
of this

confocal camera model captures� in the frame at C = 0. This follows
the basis of classic NLOS reconstruction methods, which directly
image� from the time of flight of three-bounce paths x; → � → " ,
but instead using four-bounce paths x; → � → " → S in the
captured impulse response � (x; , xB , C).

6.3 Results
We illustrate results of our procedure using the scene in Figure 6a
for both inference based on x; and its mirror image x�

;
, and direct

imaging of � in Figure 9. We use different orientations of the plane
� to show how it affects the resulting mirror image x�

;
and the

direct image of � . In the left column we show an overview of the
scenes. Note that while inference (Section 6.1) and direct imaging
(Section 6.2) are two separate procedures, here we illustrate infer-
ence using the mirror image at x�

;
captured through the secondary

aperture at" of the direct imaging procedure (Section 6.2).
We show results for inference, identifying both x; and x�

;
in the

computed images 5tcM (xF , C) (Equation 10) at xF ∈ W and C = 0
(Figure 9, middle column). From x; and x�

;
we infer a point c� and

the normal n� of a plane corresponding to the surface � .
To illustrate our direct imaging procedure, we compute Equa-

tion 11 to directly image � , evaluating 5ccM (xF , C) at xF ∈ W and

� is rotated 180◦

(b
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o
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(a
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�
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"

V

V

x; S

x; S

Overview 5cc (xE, C =0) (Eq. 7)

Fig. 10. (a) A T-shaped object is hidden behind one corner. Focusing the
confocal camera at points xE in V (using _2 = 5 cm, f = 6 cm) uses three-
bounce illumination produced by� , and the T-shaped object is visible in
the image when C = 0. (b) Our two-corner imaging setup. None of the points
xB in S, or x; , have a direct line of sight towards� , that is, three-bounce
illumination cannot contain information about � . Focusing the confocal
camera at points xE in V (using _2 = 12 cm, f = 14 cm) captures the mirror
image at� ′ of the geometry� produced by the diffuse surface" . We also
rotate the T-shaped object by 180◦, to show that it also affects the resulting
image.

C = 0 (Figure 9, right column).This yields a clear image of the surface
� which is entirely on the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce
methods (Figure 7a). Note only part of � is visible, the rest is inside
the null-reconstruction space of the imaging system at" as some
fourth-bounce illumination paths do not reach S through specular
bounces on" in the computational domain. The results also show a
bright region near x; . In this case, we use our fourth-bounce imaging
method, but the impulse response function � (x; , xB , C) combines
coupled information from paths of different bounces and optical
lengths, which translates into out-of-focus, low-frequency artifacts.

7 LOOKING AROUND TWO CORNERS
Here we leverage our virtual mirror reflections in the wave do-
main to image objects around two corners. The fundamental idea
of our approach is exploiting our observation that diffuse planar
surfaces behave like virtual mirrors (Section 5); we image the region
where their mirror image is formed using only the confocal camera
model (Equation 7). Note this imaging model is similar to those
used by third-bounce NLOS imaging methods, analogous to the
procedure detailed in Figure 7a. However, unlike previous work, we
exploit fifth-bounce illumination in the impulse response function
� (x; , xB , C) by shifting the imaged region based on our observed
behavior of virtual mirrors. In the following we detail this procedure
using simulated data.

We illustrate this with the simulated scene depicted in Figure 10b,
composed by the relay surface with an illuminated point x; and the
aperture S, a diffuse T-shaped object hidden behind two corners de-
noted as� (which we aim to image), and a diffuse surface" hidden
behind a single corner, which behaves as a virtual mirror during the
computational imaging process. We also place two black occluders
to ensure that" is not directly visible to the NLOS imaging device,
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and � is not directly visible neither to the NLOS device nor to the
imaging aperture S or illuminated point x; .
Our goal is to image the object � . Due to the location and ori-

entation of" in our scene, the aperture S and the object � are at
each other’s specular direction with respect to" , so that" forms
a mirror image of � in the space behind " that is captured from S.
Specifically, we place the diffuse surface" coplanar to the aperture
S with a lateral shift so it reflects light specularly towards � and
back to S through another bounce in" . This creates fifth-bounce
paths with the form x; → " → � → " → S (marked in red in
the schematic of Figure 10b), which we leverage to image � . Also,
note that in our setup" is in the null-reconstruction space of third-
bounce methods, as third-bounce specular paths do not reach S in
the computational domain. However, fifth-bounce specular paths
actually reach S, and therefore we can image � even when" is in
the null-reconstruction space.
In our experiment setup, we first obtain a simulated impulse

response function � (x; , xB , C) of the scene using transient render-
ing [Jarabo et al. 2014; Royo et al. 2022] to mimic a real acquisition
process of the relay surface. We then implement a confocal camera
model (Equation 7) and compute the frame at C = 0 of 5cc (xE, C)
at points xE in the imaged plane on V (Figure 10b, green), where
the mirror image of � produced by" would be formed (� ′ in the
schematic). The computed images on Figure 10b show the result of
this imaging process for two orientations of the T-shaped geometry,
showing that the shape’s structure is preserved on both, even after
this second corner. For reference, we configure a single-corner scene
(Figure 10a) by removing the surface " and placing the object �
at the position marked by � ′, where the mirror image should be
formed for the two-corner case. The images of the T-shaped object
appear blurrier when imaged around two corners. Following our
observations in Section 5, this effect is mainly caused by two factors.
First, even if" is perfectly diffuse, the mirror-like behavior of" in
the computational domain is not perfectly specular, and the resolu-
tion of the mirror images that" produces is limited by diffraction.
Second, we use larger wavelengths on the two-corner case (i.e.,
values for _2 and f are higher in Figure 10b than Figure 10a). We
discuss this mirror behavior and its effects further on Section 9.

8 RESULTS IN REAL SCENES
In the followingwe illustrate and validate ourmethods in real scenar-
ios, imaging diffuse planar surfaces inside the null-reconstruction
space of third-bounce methods in single-corner configurations, and
then imaging scenes hidden behind two corners.

Hardware details. Our NLOS imaging system consists of a SPAD
array sensor, a laser emitter and a two-mirror galvanometer (Fig-
ure 11). The galvanometer guides the laser towards multiple points
on the relay surface, while the detector is aimed at a fixed position
on the relay surface. A PM-1.03-25TM laser from Polar Laser Labora-
tories is used as an illumination source. The laser is combined with
a frequency doubler to emit 515 nm pulses with a maximum pulse
width of 35 ps, an average power of 375 mW, and at an average repe-
tition rate of 5 MHz. A two-mirrorThorlabs galvanometer (Thorlabs
GVS012) is used to scan a relay surface at 1 cm spacing, with a total

(a) SPAD array

(b) Laser

(c) Galvanometer

Fig. 11. Our hardware setup used to validate our procedures in real scenarios.
(a) 16x16 Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) array focused at a point
on the relay surface. (b) Laser source which can emit 35 picosecond pulses.
(c) Two-mirror galvanometer that guides the laser to scan the relay surface.

scan area around 1.9 × 1.9 m. Our detector is a 16x16 Single Pho-
ton Avalanche Diode (SPAD) array [Riccardo et al. 2022] focused
at a 7.1 cm by 4.7 cm area on the relay surface using a Canon EF
85 mm f/1.8 USM Lens. The temporal resolution of the array has a
Full-Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of around 60 ps and a dead-
time of less than 100 ns. All scene surfaces are diffuse expanded
polystyrene foam and unfinished drywall, with no retroreflective
properties.

Addressing themissing cone. Wedesign a scene similar to Figure 6a
to test our procedure to address the missing-cone problem with
our hardware setup. A photograph of the scene is displayed in
Figure 12a, with two hidden surfaces " and � . Surface � is in
the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce methods since third-
bounce illumination from � falls outside our imaging aperture S
in the computational domain. We aim to first infer the position
and orientation of � , then to directly image � . We capture the
impulse response function � (x; , xB , C) for an illuminated point x;
and points xB of the aperture S at the relay surface. The surface"
produces fourth-bounce illumination at xB from our target diffuse
surface � . We experiment with three different orientations of �
(90◦, 100◦ and 80◦) with respect to the relay surface, which is in all
cases located at 50 cm from the illuminated point x; (in all three
cases, � cannot be imaged using existing NLOS algorithms). The
surface" is tilted at 30◦ and separated 1.5 m from x; at its center
point. Figure 12b and c show photographs and top-view schematics
of the different orientations, respectively. Figure 12d shows how,
for all three orientations, the position c� and orientation n� of
� are accurately inferred from the illuminated point x; and its
reflection x�

;
captured with the transient camera from the aperture

" (Equation 10), in 5tcM (xF , C = 0). For the 90◦, 100◦ and 80◦ cases,
our inferred c� is 6 cm, 4 cm and 5 cm away from� , and n� has an
orientation error of 0.3◦, 2.8◦ and 0.1◦, respectively. Additionally, to
directly image plane � we turn" into a secondary aperture where
we implement a confocal camera (Equation 11) to obtain the image
5ccM (xF , C = 0). The results are shown in Figure 12e. Similar to
Figure 9, the 5ccM model produces a bright region near x; due to
coupled illumination in the impulse response � (x; , xB , C).
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Fig. 12. Results for the inference of the position and orientation of surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space, and direct imaging of such surfaces (Section 6,
same setup) using real captures. (a) Photograph of the general scene setup. Laser and SPAD array are on the right. (b) Photographs of different orientations of
the surface� inside the null-reconstruction space, to be estimated for three independent experiments, one per row. (c) Overview of the scene setups (changing
the orientation of� ) and the imaged volume W with points xF ∈ W. (d) Inference of the position c� and orientation n� of surface� , from the illuminated
point x; and its mirror image at x�

;
produced by the virtual mirror surface� . Computed using _2 = f = 7 cm. (e) Imaging of the surface� from the secondary

aperture" , using _2 = 10 cm and f = 7 cm. Both the inferred position and orientation of� and the direct image of� taken from" are a close match with
respect to the capture setup in all three cases, even though it is not visible from the relay surface for classic NLOS imaging methods. The colorbar is displayed
in a logarithmic scale.
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Fig. 13. Results for two-corner imaging (Section 7, similar setup) from real captured data. (a) Photographs and overview of the setup. The geometry� is
hidden behind two corners: the relay surface with aperture S, and a diffuse surface " that is a virtual mirror in the computational domain. This diffuse
surface" is oriented so that the specular reflection from x; reaches� , and the specular reflection from� reaches S. The geometry� is not directly visible
from x; or any point in the aperture S as it is covered by an occluder. (b) Top: Photographs of the objects hidden around two corners. Bottom: Imaging
results for different geometries� , one per column, placing the focal plane of the virtual camera at V . We can clearly identify shape, locations and orientations
despite the geometries being hidden after a second corner. Computed using _2 = 14 cm and f = 7.5 cm in our illumination function.

Looking around two corners. In this experiment we use the scene
shown in Figure 13a, where we image objects hidden behind two
corners. The scene is made up of a diffuse surface " at a 45◦ angle
with respect to the relay surface, and several hidden geometries �
(Figure 13b, top) oriented at 90◦ with respect to the relay surface.
Two occluders ensure that the geometry � hidden around two cor-
ners is not directly visible from points xB ∈ S, x; , or the capture
hardware itself. For each geometry, we image points xE inV where
the mirror images are produced by plane " , using the confocal

camera model (Equation 7) with the impulse response � (x; , xB , C)
to obtain 5cc (xE, C). The frame at C = 0 of 5cc (xE, C) captures the
objects hidden around two corners (Figure 13b, bottom) by lever-
aging five-bounce specular paths x; → " → � → " → S in the
computational domain. The resulting images appear blurrier than
single-corner reconstructions since the mirror behavior at NLOS
imaging frequencies is not perfectly specular (Section 9).

Capture noise. Previous NLOS imaging methods that relied on
single-pixel SPAD sensors suffered from low signal-to-noise ratio,
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requiring long capture times. The implementation of gated SPAD
array sensors [Riccardo et al. 2022], which we use in our work,
significantly mitigates this issue, and can enable imaging speeds
of up to five frames per second [Nam et al. 2021]. While the signal
degrades with the number of bounces, in our experiments we ob-
served only minor changes (noise) in our computed images over
multiple measurements of the same scene, for the computational
wavelengths previously specified. This suggests that our imaging
procedures are mainly affected by other limiting factors (e.g., surface
size and reflectance) than by capture noise; in fact, in our work we
had to lower the power of the laser to prevent overexposing our
SPAD array sensor. Additionally, we compared the photon count of
our two-corner experiments (Figure 13) based on the fifth bounce,
and their third-bounce counterparts with the target object� placed
at the mirror location� ′ in a single-corner configuration. Under the
same exposure time, the total photons captured in our fifth-bounce
setups is an order of magnitude higher than their third-bounce coun-
terparts (around 109 and 108 photons, respectively), which suggests
third- and fifth-bounce setups are similar in terms of capture noise
when imaging similar regions of the hidden scene.

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Wehave established a connection between the surface reflectance de-
fined by well-known wave propagation principles and a wave-based
NLOS imaging formulation, showing how diffuse planar surfaces
become virtual mirrors at NLOS imaging wavelengths. We have
then introduced a procedure to address the missing-cone problem:
by analyzing mirror images produced by other virtual mirrors, and
then showing how to directly image such surfaces using secondary
apertures. Moreover, our insights have allowed us to image objects
hidden behind two corners by imaging the space behind virtual
mirrors, where we have observed mirror images of objects hidden
around two corners.

Mirror reflections under existing imaging methods. In our work,
we have showed how to image mirror reflections of different scene
elements to address current limitations of NLOS imaging methods.
To image objects around two corners, our key idea is to reason
about the location of the imaged volume based on our analysis of
mirror-like behavior of planar surfaces in the computational domain.
The evaluation of the confocal camera model at C = 0 (which we
use to obtain the image of the object hidden behind two corners) is
equivalent to third-bounce imaging used by existing single-corner
NLOS imaging methods. We have described our procedure using
the wave-based phasor-field formulation of such imaging model.
Nevertheless, our methodology and observations could, in princi-
ple, generalize to existing single-corner methods that use similar
models in order to extend them to two-corner scenes, providing an
interesting path for future research.

Fourth-bounce assumptions and higher-order bounces. To address
the missing-cone problem, we have used fourth-bounce illumina-
tion paths. Looking at Figure 6a, the scene has to meet two con-
ditions to be able to compute an image of � , which is inside the

null-reconstruction space of third-bounce methods. First, the hid-
den scene must contain another surface that is not in the null-
reconstruction space for third-bounce methods. In our scene, the
surface" has this purpose, which then can be used as a secondary
aperture. Second, there must exist a four-bounce path that reaches
both the surface " where the secondary aperture is located, and
the target surface � . This fourth bounce must be able to reach S
when following the specular bounce direction in the computational
NLOS imaging domain, else both surfaces would be in the null-
reconstruction space of fourth-bounce methods too. Note that imag-
ing surfaces with third-bounce illumination already requires similar
assumptions. This could in principle generalize to fifth- or even
higher-order bounces, allowing to create additional higher-order
apertures to observe further into hidden scenes. A more thorough
exploration of the potential of these higher-order apertures is thus
an interesting avenue of future work.

Fifth-bounce assumptions and multiple virtual mirrors. We have
demonstrated how to image a surface � hidden around two cor-
ners from fifth-bounce illumination, using a diffuse surface " as
a virtual mirror. For this to work, light from the illuminated point
x; has to follow specular paths in the computational domain that
must reach� after one bounce on" , and must reflect back to the
aperture S after another bounce on" , yielding a five-bounce path
x; → " → � → " → S. Thus, imaging� depends on the location
and orientation of" with respect to � and S. Note that this is no
different from classic third-bounce NLOS setups, where objects must
be located and oriented in regions outside of the null-reconstruction
space to be imaged. Our method could in principle generalize to
more cluttered scenarios, where specular reflections between differ-
ent planar surfaces would increase the coverage of NLOS imaging.
To explore this, an exhaustive analysis of the connection between
imaging wavelength, surface size and features, and their reflectance
properties at different imaging frequencies would be necessary.

Coverage of the missing-cone problem using higher-order bounces.
In our work we have demonstrated how to image surfaces inside
the null-reconstruction space of third-bounce methods. However,
as can be seen in Figure 9 (simulated) and Figure 12 (captured),
only a part of the surface � reflects fourth-bounce illumination
towards S in the computational domain. Thus, some parts of �
remain inside the null-reconstruction space of our fourth-bounce
imaging procedure. The third-bounce analysis of the missing-cone
problem by Liu et al. [2019a] concludes that the visibility of a point
in the scene only depends on the position of points on the visible
relay surface. This is not the case for the null-reconstruction space
of higher-order imaging methods, where the visibility of a point
in the scene also depends on other hidden scene elements. Thus, a
thorough analysis of the coverage of the missing-cone is an open
challenging contribution in NLOS imaging regarded as future work.

Mirror behavior. While our experiments showed that diffuse pla-
nar surfaces produce specular reflections at NLOS imaging frequen-
cies, these reflections do not follow exactly a delta function due to
diffraction effects. This happens likely because the surfaces we use
are not much larger than the wavelength of the computational wave.
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Image quality therefore depends significantly on the size and posi-
tion of the mirror surface. In our experimental results, we observed
that reflections through such diffuse surfaces appear blurry, mainly
due to diffraction artifacts. Finally, some higher-order paths may
have the same time of flight as third-bounce paths, and thus are
coupled in the impulse response � (x; , xB , C) introducing undesired
artifacts in the imaging process, which is the case already for all
existing NLOS imaging methods. To what extent diffraction, imper-
fect mirror behavior, noise, and coupling between bounces enter
this problem is an interesting topic for future research.
In conclusion, our virtual mirrors framework addresses two of

the most limiting problems of current NLOS imaging algorithms,
leveraging fourth- and fifth-bounce illumination to compute images
of surfaces inside the null-reconstruction space of existing methods,
and even hidden behind two corners. We hope that our work spurs
further research in this direction to explore the full potential of the
field.
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